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What editors want from your 
manuscript?



My role as editor

• Uphold editorial ethos/good 
practice, standards and policies

• Editorial decision based on 
scientific validity, interest or 
impact of paper

• Ensure research is ethical and 
complies with regulations



• Do not lose sleep
• Do not despair
• Do not feel bad of yourself
• Do not blame supervisor
• Do not lose confidence
• Do not give up

Rejection rates between 60-
80%, and even higher in 
specialty journals or high 
impact journals (> 90%)



Objectives

• What went wrong?

• What is right?



1. the wrong mindset

• “Undergraduate” mindset 
(follower, immature, careless)

• Did not demonstrate or show a 
thorough knowledge in your 
field/work/results

• Repeating others’ work and make
up findings – scientific fraud



1. the right mindset (& ethics)

• Write at postgraduate level 
(mature, original, thoughtful)

• You are the expert, therefore 
think and write like one

• Be honest – uphold good 
scientific and ethical conduct



2. the wrong genre

• Highly ‘imaginative’

• Emotional ’stylish’ writing

• Reporting beyond (or outdated) 
what is needed or current



2. the right genre

• You are writing a research 
paper, not an essay, or thesis, or 
newspaper article etc.

• No wild imagination, no extra 
reporting, no emotion/’stylish’ 
writing

• Updated and current information 
including references



3. the wrong attitude

• ‘Opportunistic’ attitude – hoping the 
journal will help correct the 
mistakes, multiple submission

• ‘Careless’ attitude – did not check 
draft thoroughly, plenty of mistakes 
etc.

• ‘Stubborn’ attitude – did not revise 
despite reviewers’/editor request



3. the right attitude

• Keep writing, writing and writing until it is 
(feels) right

• Keep checking, checking and checking 
until minimal or no mistakes

• Keep revising, revising and revising until 
the paper satisfied reviewers’ and editor’s 
request

My experience? I have more than 60 drafts 
before I submit one paper, but this paper 
went into a journal with IF of 16



4. the wrong audience

• Wrong journal or beyond the 
scope of journal

• Write for yourself (jargons, 
technical language) and not for 
your ‘intended’ reader



4. the right audience

• Submit to the right journal – do 
homework

• Write for your audience, not for 
yourself

• Need to provide insights not just to 
your colleagues but for the broader 
readers



5. The wrong impression

• Did not provide the ‘why’ to the work

• Did not ‘relate’ findings in the context 
of theory or conceptual framework & 
previous research

• Did not recognize ‘limitations’ of work

• No ‘wow’ or ‘appeal’ factor 



5. The right impression

• Gives meaning to the results, the “why”

• Importance of findings in the context of 
theory or conceptual framework & previous 
research

• Discuss limitations of methods & results

• Identifies new areas, new hypothesis, 
speculations and/or ‘next steps’



6. the wrong language

• Gross grammatical mistakes
• Spelling mistakes
• Too many technical terms

• Plagiarism (copy & paste)



Examples of plagiarism
• Copy text ‘as is’ without quotation marks 

and with no citation of source
• Reorder elements of the source text without 

citation
• Copy pieces (sentences, key phrases) of 

the source text without citation
• Paraphrasing (same ideas different words) 

without citation
• Incorporating an idea heard in conversation 

without citation
• Paying another to contribute to your work 

without citation
Reference: University of Pittsburgh. (2008). Undergraduate plagiarism 
policy



What the other editors say about 
reasons for rejection? (1)

• Rejection rate @ 40%, rare to 
accept without revision – mostly 
incorrect data analysis

• Reasons for rejection: Wrong 
language, inappropriate revision, 
not focused and irrelevant 
discussion, plagiarism, no new 
information, non-disclosure



What the other editors say about 
reasons for rejection? (2)

• Results are not sound – absence of 
controls

• Wrong or overstated interpretations
• Findings are not a big enough advance or 

interesting (especially case reports)
• Ethical concerns (trials not registered or 

following guidelines)
• Badly presented manuscript



Summary 1.0

So what went wrong? 6 points
• The wrong mindset/ethics
• The wrong genre
• The wrong attitude
• The wrong audience
• The wrong impression
• The wrong language



How to revise a submitted 
manuscript



Type of decision requiring revision

• Reject and resubmit
• Reject and transfer to another journal
• Major revision following peer-review
• Minor revision following peer-review
• Revise and resubmit



What to do once you got a 
decision to revise?

• Take a breather & put aside 
reviewers’ comments – overcome 
emotional response from criticism

• Look through to see which 
comments you can comfortably 
tackle and those which are not

• Engage other authors who can help 
you with the comments especially 
ones you have problems tackling



What editor looks for in revision?

• Comments from reviewers have 
been addressed in a letter and 
changes in paper have been 
highlighted

• Language have been corrected

• Publishable – address figures, 
tables, references, COI etc.



Nine tips for revision

Decide to resubmit to the same 
journal or a different one

• Determine if we can adequately address 
the comments, and sometimes it means 
radically changing the paper

• If consider submitting to another journal, 
still need to address comments that can 
be addressed



Nine tips for revision

Prioritize reviewer comments

• Try to comply all changes if possible

• Some comments are suggestions for 
improvement

• Serious concerns need to address 
e.g. statistical analysis, and if cannot, 
put them as limitations



Nine tips for revision

Do not think reviewer as 
adversary but as consultant

• Detect flaws previously undetectable

• Accept criticisms positively – do not allow 
personal feelings in your response

• Bear in mind that reviewing is voluntary, 
and thanking them is welcomed



Nine tips for revision

How to deal reviewer comments 
that I do not agree?

• Contradictory comments from other reviewers 
– try accommodate both requests

• ‘Politely’ clarify the misunderstanding or 
rewrite the part of text which may be 
misunderstood

• Write to editor or ask other authors for advice



Nine tips for revision

Disagreement with reviewers

• Do we really understand reviewers’ 
comments?

• Disagree but at the same time allow the 
reviewer to feel valued – careful choice 
of words e.g. ‘respectfully’ disagree

• Avoid insulting the reviewer or editor



Nine tips for revision

Ok, what to do next?

• Prepare responses in a cover letter and 
highlight changes in manuscript

• Copy paste reviewers’ comments, address 
each of them separately, and point out 
where you have added (or removed) the text 
in the paper

• Use bold print, underlined, and track 
changes in the manuscript



Nine tips for revision

Not sure if my language flows

• Did you write away from objectives?
• Do you have a ‘good story’ to tell?
• Did you overlook grammar & spelling?
• Did you use connectors, orders and 

coherence?



The right flow

• Readers cannot understand your argument –
flow like a ‘story’

• Use ‘connectors’ (e.g. furthermore, 
moreover, although, however)

• Do no use complex words or sentences –
keep it ‘simple’

• Show order of thoughts, e.g. firstly, 
secondly

• Coherence in paragraph e.g. explain 
idea, then examples, explain examples, then 
conclude 



The right language v1.0

• Write in ‘spoken’ and ‘natural’ 
language or prose e.g. the results were not 
promising vs. even though study outcome was 
not expected but…

• Active vs. passive e.g. These studies merit 
further discussion vs. Further discussion is 
needed for these kind of studies

• First vs. third person e.g. We found that 
patients with T2DM vs. Patients with T2DM 
were found



The right language v2.0

• Avoid repetitions e.g. the number of elderly 
infected with H. pylori is going down. The 
number is going down because of better 
antibiotics. The number is going down can also 
be due to better refrigeration.

• Use synonyms e.g. the number of elderly 
infected with H. pylori is going down. This 
decrease is due to better antibiotics. The 
decline is also due to better refrigeration.

• Minimise use of long words e.g. ameliorate 
vs. improve, commencement vs. start



Nine tips for revision

I do not know what reviewer 
wants me to discuss

• Read the minds of reviewer/editor
• Provides a summary of your data
• Did you compare the old and the new?
• Did you miss out ‘limitations’?



Outline 1.0: Avoid known facts

• Avoid known facts. Should write in relation to 
the study at hand, and not ‘in general’ about 
the disease

• Avoid repetitions. Very common for authors to 
repeat what they have written in 
introduction/results. That is why Introduction 
should be left to the last.



Outline 2.0: Principal Findings

• Summarize major findings

• Do not simply reiterate results

• Shift from numeric data to descriptive words

• Do not introduce additional or new results

Ravinder Mittal – His papers always begin with a 
summary of major findings 



Outline 3.0 Interpretation

• What do the findings/results mean?

• Are the findings consistent with 
previous research or are they 
different from previous findings?

• Posit why this might be, particularly if 
your findings differ from others

• Focus on points of comparison
that bear on findings



• Explain results
• Similar/different from previous study

• Comparison
• Something new or different?
• Why new or different?

• Suggest other solutions
• Relevance to current practice or how 

to optimize



Outline 4.0 Limitations

• Be thoughtful and reasonable
• Acknowledge issues of scientific 

concern
• Don’t trash the validity of your study

Goal is to preempt the reviewer’s 
criticism and to demonstrate your 
knowledge of the limitations and 
understanding of practical limits and 
judgment calls in research



• Acknowledge a reasonable scientific 
limitation in technique

• On the other hand, we can give 
data/literatures to support/postulate 
that the technique may still be valid 
despite the limitation.



Pearl 1: Manuscript Format Requirement (1)

• Number of words, tables, figures depend on article types
• Spacing (double-spaced) and font (Times New Roman) 
• Ethics approval – very important!
• Follow authors’ guidelines – different with each journal 

especially references (Harvard or Vancouver)

Nine tips for revision

Time to submit my revised 
manuscript – what should I do?



Pearl 1: Manuscript Format Requirement (2)

• Highlight changes (block, underline, italic)
• Keep ‘track changes’ in words
• Revision is the chance to make ‘better’ figures and 

tables
• Figures – check format (jpg, TIFF etc.) and scale (300 

dpi), prepare separately
• Legends for figures and tables
• Acknowledgement, funding & conflict of interest



Pearl 2: Use standards of reporting research

• CONSORT (randomized trials), STROBE 
(epidemiology), PRISMA (meta-analysis), STARD 
(diagnostic accuracy)

• Checklist
• Flow-charts



Pearl 3: Cover letter that address revision

• Thank editor for the chance to revise and reviewers 
for their comments

• Check the letter again to ensure all comments have 
been addressed and no personal criticisms/insults



Pearl 4: Submission Process

• May take time, that’s why preparation is important
• Check for language mistake (again, again & again)
• Double-check the pdf draft before submission –

missing paragraph, missing or poor resolution 
figures/tables

• Give yourself a good pat and go for some good food!
• Wait for editorial office feedback within next 24 hours -

drafts may be sent back to you because of manuscript 
format requirement



Summary 2.0

So how to revise? 9 tips

• Decide resubmit or not
• Prioritize reviewer comments
• Think reviewer as consultant
• Disagree without disagreeable
• Understand the reviewer
• Cover letter & annotated paper
• Check language and flow
• Discussion & limitation
• Check submission process
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